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What are the 3 basic ingredients of Spanish omelette 

(tortilla española)?

a. potatoes, olive oil, eggs.

b. potatoes, flour, eggs.

c. potatoes, breadcrumbs, eggs.

There's no doubt about it, the tortilla española or Spanish 

omelette is the most commonly served dish in Spain. In a 

country filled with regional food, some might call it the 

national dish.
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Which one of these ingredients you will not find the 

original “paella” recipe?

a. seafood

b. vegetables

c. chorizo

Spaniards are outraged with Jamie Oliver over his 

decision to re-vamp a paella recipe by adding chorizo 

and chicken to the mix. The controversy continues...
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Where is this “Saharian-like scenery” located?

a. Africa

b. Canary Islands

c. Costa del Sol

This is something you see in a very few places worldwide – a 

Saharan-like desert scenery with endless huge dunes 

reaching the sea. Amazing and unforgettable. There are 6 

km of sand dunes you will walk through in Maspalomas and 

some of them are as much as 100 m high!
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Where can you find this ancient Egyptian temple built 200 

years before Christ?

a. Cairo

b. Madrid

c. Barcelona

The Temple of Debod was donated by the Egyptian State 

to Spain as a sign of gratitude for the help provided in 

saving the Abu Simbel temples.
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“Sobremesa” (literally: above-table) is a specific word in 

Spanish that don’t quite have an English counterpart. Can 

you guess the meaning?

a. traditional tablecloth only used on Sundays

b. table decoration for special occasions 

c. the moment after eating a meal when the food is gone 

but the conversation is still flowing at the table 



Which one of these celebrities cannot speak fluent Spanish?
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a) Will Smith

b) Shawn Mendes

c)Camila Cabello



Was “Catherine of Aragon” Spanish ? 

(first wife of King Henry VIII) 
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a) yes

b) no

Catherine was born in 

Spain, daughter of 

King Ferdinand II of 

Aragon and Queen 

Isabella I of Castile.
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What is the only African country in which Spanish is the 

official language?

a) Morocco

b) Sudan

c) Equatorial Guinea

Formerly the colony of 

Spanish Guinea. 

Equatorial Guinea is the 

only sovereign African 

state in which Spanish is 

the official language.
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Look at both pictures. What do they have in common 

(in Spanish)?

a. the name: FLAMENCO

b. the colour

c. nothing



Where did the Battle of Trafalgar take place?
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a)Spain

b)England

c)France

Cape Trafalgar is a headland in the Province of Cádiz in the 

south-west of Spain. The 1805 naval Battle of Trafalgar, in 

which the Royal Navy commanded by Admiral Horatio Nelson 

decisively defeated Napoleon's combined Spanish and 

French fleet, took place off the cape.


